MAP 5 + 8 THE HUB SOUTH - “ALL SEASON PLAY” (Figure 55 + 65)
Reinforce the role of the south riverbank between the primary dike and 4th Street North as the premiere all season play destination in the Corridor.
Reorganize the boundaries of Canada Games Park relocating three existing ball diamonds to create a distinct and fully accessible Winter Park for the City with appropriate amenities inside and outside the dike.
Convert Eleanor Kidd Gardens into a more passive destination renaming the entire area east of the 18th Street Bridge Eleanor Kidd Park. Integrate the Ashley Neufeld Softball Complex (Figure 65) into the
Corridor landscape and provide support facilities such as a tot-lot close by.
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5a. WINTER PARK (dry side of the dike, Figure 56)
** Note: This large area used to be called Canada Games Park. For clarity the park space immediately adjacent to the primary dike has been renamed Winter Park while all the sport fields along Hilton Avenue
and west towards Queen Elizabeth Park have been assembled into the new Canada Games Park.
Spatial Reorganization: Remove the ball diamond closest to the dike to create a continuous passive recreation park in this zone (for ball diamond replacement see Canada Games Park section below).
Skating: Maintain the existing skating oval for speed skating training and more advanced leisure skating. Create a pond for shimmy hockey, curling and junior skaters in the middle of the oval by widening and
dredging the existing drainage channel. Further extend skating by widening the drainage channel from 18th Street west to the pond and from the pond south to Hilton Avenue.
Loop Road and Parking: Build a new 7.6m wide one-way loop road through the Park complete with two small bridges over the skating channel and a 75-car parking cell. Make the road wide enough to
accommodate an additional 80 parallel parking stalls (overflow parking for peak events such as summer ball tournaments + winter fireworks).
Skate Shelter: Build a 9m x 22m off-the-grid skate change building north of the skating oval complete with interior washrooms, skate change area, double sided fireplace, and an open air porch. Develop and
test solar, biomass, wind and composting technologies for the shelter in collaboration with Assiniboine Community College and Brandon University science and trades programs.
Hydro Light Display: Develop a permanent light display in the newly reconfigured Winter Park with arches that cross the internal road, floodlighting for existing trees and buildings, and one-of-a-kind light
sculptures dotted throughout.
Signage and Interpretive Elements: Install a wayfinding sign at 18th Street and Hilton Avenue. Add solar lights with banners on Hilton Avenue from 18th Street to the new Winter Park gate. Make the first light
display arch inside the park just past the Hilton Avenue intersection the new ‘Winter Park’ sign.
Trails: Connect to the main trail and lookout nodes along the primary dike with a network of 1.8m wide crushed stone walkways inside the Park. Develop two switchback path access points from the lower skating
area to the top of the dike.
Vegetation: Add or repair wetland vegetation around the widened drainage channel and skating pond, vegetate the primary dike, and enhance manicured lawns throughout the Park per Map 3 Vegetation.
Trees: Add a coniferous shelterbelt to screen out public works and industrial yards east and south of the Park. Introduce deciduous trees in disturbed or reorganized areas to define space and increase shade.
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5a2. WINTER PARK (wet side of the dike, Figure 57)

** All the space on the wet side of the dike due west of the 18th Street Bridge is now part of the newly created ‘Winter Park’. Due to high visibility and public access from the bridge, this area was cleared of all
deadfall in 2016.
Terrain Modifications: Bring in fill to create a minimally undulating landscape with several hills that reach above the primary flood line.
Pedestrian Underpass: Refurbish the remnant underpass pathway under the 18th Street Bridge. Build a new path immediately west of the bridge looping back as quickly as possible to meet the primary dike
and complete the pedestrian connection between Canada Games Park and Eleanor Kidd Park. Support the path with landscape terraces and 30m of extended rip-rap protection.
Informal Trails & Fishing Docks: Connect the underpass and the primary dike trail to a series of informal dirt trails weaving throughout this lower terrain. Add two portable seasonal fishing docks along the
banks of the park.
Vegetation Upper Banks: Use the underpass terraces and dike embankment facing the 18th Street Bridge to mass plant a seasonally changing display of adaptive shrubs and trees that will act as a living
gateway for the Corridor for vehicles and pedestrians approaching downtown Brandon.
Vegetation Lower Banks: Assist riverbank regeneration in this area with a monitoring program and selective bare root planting or live-staking per Map 3 Vegetation.
Trees: Add larger deciduous tree specimens tolerant of periodic flooding on the elevated hills and dike embankments within the park.
Signage: Integrate a long and low ‘Welcome to Brandon’ sign into one of the pedestrian underpass terraces along the upper slopes of the dike.
Public Art: Work with local arts groups and the City’s Public Art Policy to commission a large-scale installation that transmits seasonal and daily river conditions to passers-by.
Lighting: Add solar lights along the underpass pathway.
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5b. ELEANOR KIDD PARK (Park not Gardens to denote new purpose, Figure 58)
** Due to the extensive damage experienced by Eleanor Kidd Gardens during the last two flood events, the additional disruption caused by the installation of an emergency embankment to civil infrastructure,
poor vehicular access to this area, Eleanor Kidd Gardens will be reduced to a smaller interpretive node along the primary dike and the entire area (upper bank and lower bank) will be renamed Eleanor Kidd Park.
The previously well used and heavily treed area along the lower banks was severely damaged by floodwaters. Due to high visibility and public access from the Bridge this area was cleared of all deadfall in 2016.
Existing Washrooms and Picnic Shelter: Remove low-lying picnic shelter and washrooms from the park.
Eleanor Kidd Interpretive Node: Remove the temporary rip-rap jetty and civil infrastructure bisecting this area, recycling the rip rap to create new terraces protecting the smaller refurbished Eleanor Kidd
Interpretive Node. Retain and cleanup three of the existing circular garden rooms closest to the primary dike including the area with the intact pergola.
Park Access: Develop a 40-car paved parking lot cell due south of the primary dike at 16th Street North and McGregor Avenue. Connect this parking lot to the primary dike and Eleanor Kidd Park via an
accessible switchback trail.
Pedestrian Underpass: Refurbish the remnant underpass pathway under the 18th Street Bridge. Build a new path immediately east of the bridge looping back as quickly as possible to meet the primary dike
and complete the pedestrian connection between Canada Games Park and Eleanor Kidd Park. Support the path infrastructure with terraces and 30m of extended rip-rap along the river.
Informal Trails and Fishing Docks: Connect the underpass and the primary dike trail to a series of informal trails weaving throughout the lower terrain. Add three portable seasonal fishing docks along the
banks of the park.
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Vegetation Eleanor Kidd Node: Clear and clean overgrown garden beds in areas to remain. Replant these beds with lower maintenance native and adaptive shrubs, perennials and wildflowers.
Vegetation Upper Banks: Use the underpass terraces and dike embankment facing the 18th Street Bridge to mass plant a living seasonally changing display of adaptive shrubs and trees that will act as a living
gateway for the Corridor from vehicles and on foot.
Vegetation Lower Banks: Assist riverbank regeneration in this area with a monitoring program and selective bare root planting or live-staking per Map 3 Vegetation.
Trees: Add deciduous tree species tolerant of periodic flooding on the underpass terraces and dike embankments within the park.
Signage: Add interpretive signage for Eleanor Kidd Park and the Brandon Humane Society within the reconfigured Eleanor Kidd trail node. Add trees of the riverbank interpretive content to the primary dike node
looking down into the lower flats of Eleanor Kidd Park.
Public Art: Run an annual competition through BRI, encouraging young wood sculptors to develop carved Totems and benches using riverbank driftwood. Install these unique elements along the lower banks
adding a few new pieces every year until a grove of whimsical sculpted works that can flood occasionally populate this lower area.
Lighting: Remove the light standards for the main path that used to run along the lower bank. Convert the existing lighting within the Eleanor Kidd Park into solar lighting. Add solar lights along the underpass
pathway.
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